
THIEVES GAINING ENTRY THROUGH  
SOCIAL ENGINEERING 
If you think your company’s money is safe because your software 

is up to date, you screen the people you do business with, and 

you limit access to wire transfers, consider the following:

 • An attacker pretended to be the CEO of a company subsidiary 

and tricked an employee into transferring more than $40 

million dollars. 

 • A scrap metal processor wired $100,000 to an overseas vendor 

to pay for titanium shavings, but the payment instead went to 

a thief who falsified the transfer instructions.

These are examples of robbery by way of social  

engineering — where fraudsters rely on words and  

positioning, not guns, to steal. 

A SOPHISTICATED SCAM
Social engineering is also known as impersonation fraud.  

Would-be thieves learn as much as they can about a company,  

its people, and its processes through publicly available 

information: annual reports, corporate blog content, newspaper 

articles, and even investor calls. They get a feel for the way  

CEOs, CFOs, and others speak and act. After conducting 

research, they combine what they learned — and sometimes 

computer hacking — with their ability to be persuasive to gain 

access to a company’s confidential data. In short, the act of 

social engineering is simply making communications appear to 

come from a trustworthy source.

Earlier this year, the FBI said it expects to see a dramatic increase 

in social engineering crime, what it calls “business email 

compromise.” The agency said there was a 1,300% increase in 

identified exposed losses between January 2015 and June 2016, 

to a global total of more than $3 billion. 

Retailers and wholesalers are particularly vulnerable to social 

engineering because of their extensive relationships with 

suppliers and vendors. A typical scam might run like this: The 

thief pretends to be a known vendor and reaches out to accounts 

payable, advising of a change in account information. Since the 

employee believes the request is coming from the real vendor, 

they make the payment to the new account. Result: The funds 

are gone and the true vendor has not been paid. 

It might seem that such a brazen crime would be difficult to pull 

off, but that’s what the research ahead of time is for. The crook 

that uses social engineering as a weapon may create an email 

address that looks just like the real thing. Using almost-right 

information convinces unsuspecting employees to provide 

access to the fraudster. 

Keep in mind that money may not be the desired end-goal — a 

 loss of data can be just as damaging as a direct financial hit. For 

example, companies of various sizes have been victims of scams 

that ask employees to submit their W2s to a digital mailbox for 

“something having to do with the IRS.” The email may even 

appear to come from your human resources department with  

all the expected markings and logos. In one case, the fraudster 

was able to retrieve all 20,000 employee records before the  

scam was detected. 
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IMPROVING ORGANIZATIONAL AWARENESS 
AND MITIGATING THE RISKS
A social engineering attack can be costly for both your bottom 

line and your reputation. And it can be months before a  

problem is even discovered, much less remediated.  

Consider what could happen if criminals are able to obtain  

and manipulate valuable data.

For some, a security audit and a detailed overhaul may be called 

for. But there are also steps you can take immediately to help 

strengthen your defenses, including:

 • Establish and require training and continuing education 

courses for employees on safe and proper use of internet 

functions, including how to verify email addresses, domains, 

and the like. 

 • Set up a verification procedure for employees with questions 

about the veracity of a call or email.

 • Try phishing your own staff to get a pulse check for how 

susceptible people are, and where you may need to build more 

awareness. There is software designed for doing this, which 

your IT department should have more information about.

 • Enforce effective password management. 

 • Understand what your insurance policies cover. For example, 

if you have both a cyber policy and a crime policy, how might 

they interact in the event of a social engineering loss?  

The big takeaway is to remember that every business is a 

potential victim of social engineering. By creating a culture of 

awareness while implementing appropriate risk management 

and insurance strategies, you can help your organization and 

employees recognize and mitigate the potential impact of this 

kind of theft. 

This briefing was prepared by Marsh’s Retail/Wholesale Practice, in conjunction with Marsh’s FINPRO Practice. 
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